Global Gardens at Eugene Field Elementary
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Lights on Afterschool
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Memorial soccer team reads at Carnegie
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Literacy Night at Lanier Elementary
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Tulsa Public Schools takes on chronic absence crisis with signs of progress

Tulsa Public Schools is undergoing a period of regrouping. Administrators at TPS are looking for ways to raise the test scores of students, lift the classroom experience and address other challenges. It is an apt moment for the community of educators, parents, students, and concerned citizens in the North Tulsa community to turn to its most tried and true resource: teachers.

Meet Dr. Ebony Johnson: Inspiring Excellence and Resilience in Tulsa Public Schools

October 28, 2023 by Dr. Tameca Rogers

Tulsa Public Schools bringing 8 new afterschool programs to elementary schools

by Gavin Pendegrass, KTUL Staff | Thu, October 26th 2023, 9:36 PM CDT

TULSA PUBLIC SCHOOLS NOT AFFECTED BY NATIONAL BILINGUAL TEACHER SHORTAGE

Dr. Manuel is the manager of dual language and immersion pathways for Tulsa Public Schools. She said the district had 350 interpreters for parent-teacher conferences for the fall semester and was able to help families who spoke several different languages.

Tuesday, October 17th 2023, 6:16 pm

A Conversation With Traci Manuel, Oklahoma Teacher of The Year

OCTOBER 19, 2023
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